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Cleaned up document
Short term
Long term goals

June 2012
- short term goals
July 1, 2012

revamp org chart
redundancy of

Org structure coming for approval

Doug young needs - information to take to legislators
Quantifiable information to provide to legislators
Provide - 10ish metrics
what do we need to measure that are important?
GIS at state level, statewide, cadastral standards, etc but also GIS within the state
Acknowledge the state of the

State level GIS

MGISAC - everything affects the different scales of members (State Agencies, Local
government, federal agencies, higher education, industry) differently - MGISAC is a way to pull
them together but they have different interests and needs at the different levels

The OGI plan is a living document so can be changed.

Mission: Improving Missouri with Geospatial Information

Vision: Foster cooperation among state, local, and federal agencies, educational institutions,
private industry, and others in the field of geospatial technologies; provide guidance and
oversight for the Missouri Spatial Data Information Service (MSDIS); develop, promote
and review GIS related standards within the state; provide an arena for discussions of
relevant geospatial issues within the state; provide expert advice to Missouri’s leaders (e.g.
Chief Information Officer (CIO), Geographic Information Officer (GIO), legislators, county
commissioners) and the Missouri geospatial community on geospatial related issues; coordinate and facilitate statewide outreach and advocacy activities; and collaborate with other states’ organizations on geospatial issues.

Standards -- discussion -- including
Historically -- what have we done. vs what could we be doing?